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What are your priorities for public
services in our communities?
My priorities include:

● Opposing public private partnerships.
● Keeping public services publicly run.
● Maintaining good, unionized public service jobs and avoiding contracting out.
● Ensuring all communities have access to well maintained public facilities.

What is your position on private-public partnerships?
I oppose public private partnerships on principle. Evidence universally demonstrates that P3s
result in the erosion of quality of services and higher costs over time.

What are your priorities for transportation?
I wish to keep all transit jobs public, unionized positions. I wish to expand the coverage of her
transit services without losing the frequency. I would like to see us lower fees for seniors,
students, and people with low income, with the ultimate goal of fare-free transit.

Do you support the change in campaign financing laws?
I agree with keeping big money out of campaigns. The current changes do favour right-leaning
candidates who tend to have support from big business and individuals within those
corporations who can personally contribute large amounts.

I would like to ultimately see spending caps on campaigns and even universal public provision
of equal amounts of key supplies such as signs.

What is your plan to address housing and homelessness in our
communities?
Housing is a complex issue that involves productive relationships between the municipal
government and both other levels. However, we already know what we need to do to properly
address homelessness in our communities. Housing first programs work if they include proper
wraparound services that are tailored to the individual. The three pillars of housing; safe,
appropriate accommodations, proper supports, and social connections must all be included in



order for housing to be successful long-term. This year, the city received $52 million for band
aids and zero dollars for long-term solutions. I will fight for a focus on funding supportive
housing in a variety of communities.The other critical part of this is actually involving people who
are unhoused and asking them what their needs and barriers are.
The city also needs more options for housing. We need to densify communities in an
environmentally conscious manner and include price-point variety in our infills and refurbishing
of existing buildings. Adding mixed use buildings and improving our transit coverage will also
open up options for people to find housing they can afford in the communities that are home to
them.

What are your priorities to address the fiscal relationship between the
provincial government and municipalities?
Currently, relationships between our municipal government and other levels of government are
non-functional. My priority would be to build strong, respectful and professional relationships
while advocating relentlessly for the city's needs. Our municipal government needs to be able to
work well with whatever provincial government is in power. This cannot be about personal
allegiances or disputes. We are currently not working on fixing this relationship and we are not
advocating for our cities' needs effectively at all.

I am a social psychologist and much of my career has been focussed on building creative
relationships in order to access resources and serve communities effectively. I plan to bring this
skill set to Council and to make it a priority to build healthy relationships.


